
If it weren’t for our trips into the great 
outdoors, many of us would be seeking profes-
sional help. Dreaming and planning is often 
what keeps us plugging through the rest of our 
working days, until we can once again make 
the great escape. It’s no wonder the camera is a 
standard piece of gear. It’s an attempt to make 
the moment live long after it’s over.

But what about the humble journal? Why do 
so few throw in a notebook when they’re packing 
for a trip? It’s lighter than a camera, less bulky and 
fragile, and the price can’t be compared.

The thought of racking your brain to 
come up with something important to say, or 
anything at all, may seem too much like work, 
but you can’t take pictures of smells, sounds 
or tastes. Feelings and emotions are hard to 
capture on film. Conversations are too.

You can’t trust your memory to keep 
these experiences alive. You write so you 
don’t forget things that moved you, lifted 
you, brought tears to your eyes or pain in 
your heart. A camera can only record on its 
emulsion what it sees through the lens. But 
every other sensory impression is recorded 
on the emulsion of your brain and is there to 
be written down and remembered.

Journal writing needn’t be dreaded or pain-
ful. You don’t need a course in creative writing 
or know the rules of grammar, punctuation, 
content, spelling, form or anything else. 

A common complaint is, “I can’t think of 
anything to write.” To solve this, you need to 
get in touch, become aware of what is hap-
pening around you. Tune into what is going 
on around you. See. Hear. Smell. Feel. The 
moment itself becomes more intense, more 
vivid, and more lasting as you pay closer 
attention. As you notice these things and 
write them down, they become part of your 
person. When you write about how the light 
looks on water, the laughter in the loon’s call 
or the crispness of the air, you will come to 
possess these qualities in yourself in having 
noticed them.

Learn to see
Your first step is learning how to see. You 

can do a lot of looking, but actually see very 
little. Notice details. Decide to look for birds 
today, or patches of color, or just things moving, 
and spend your day looking for it. That’s all you 
will see. You won’t believe there are so many 

birds, or such a variety of color in green woods, 
because you actually never looked for it.

Learn to hear
Listening is a lost art. Our lives are filled with 

static sounds. You learn to shut sounds out or you 
wouldn’t have any peace at all. But tuning these 
sounds out also tunes out other sounds — good 
sounds, sounds that heal you, sounds that lift 
you. You even lose the ability to hear your com-
rades speaking and really know what they are 
saying. When you go into the woods, pay special 
attention to this muff led sense.

Learn to smell
Odors are perhaps most difficult to 

capture in words. There is the sweet smell 
of basal forests of the Northwoods, even the 

smell of the river and fish. You ascend out of a 
damp, lush gorge with smells of musty rocks 
and moss hanging on your mind, to the open 
summit, where the sun bakes the exposed 
rock and the smell of heat predominates. 
Smells are most capable of bringing back 
f loods of memories and all sorts of sensory 
impressions.

Learn to feel
All the things in the natural world you 

are passing through affect how you feel, your 
body, your skin and how you feel inside your 
heart and mind. As you travel through an en-
vironment and learn to notice all the external 
stimuli, think of how it affects you person-

ally, internally, your mood, your thoughts and 
feelings it conjures up. The hot sun that cooks 
the earth is cooking your body, too. How does 
that feel? What you are feeling is often in direct 
relationship to what is going on around you.

Learn to 
experience

We’ve all had experiences and associations 
in life. Draw on them to help you describe what 
you are writing about. Think of what it reminds 
you of. Compare it to something else. Your 
traveling companions also make up a part of 
the whole experience. Recording the human 
element, what people looked like, acted like, 
dressed like, rounds out the whole experience.

Notice everything. As you sit at a view, be 
aware of the sun beating on the nape of your 
neck, the grit scraping your thighs on the 
rock you sit on, the cooling sensation on your 
back as a breeze hits your cotton shirt, damp 
with perspiration.

Write down pieces of your day … the 
moments … the details. Nothing is unimport-
ant. All together they will capture the whole 
essence and help you bring more of the experi-
ence home. 
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Sketching
If you feel like trying your hand 

at sketching alongside your writing, 
select a journal that is unruled. A 
sharp No. 2 pencil is good enough, or 
even a fine-point Flair pen, or a small 
package of colored pencils. Pick out a detail to draw and keep it simple — a 
single flower or an unusual tree. Painting is a difficult skill to learn, one that is 
greatly aided by talent, but drawing can be learned by anyone.

It is all about training your eye to see differently, then learning to communi-
cate that through your hand and the tool that you hold.

Keep loose. Divide the picture into foreground, middle ground and back-
ground to help organize it. Squint to look for the dark tones. The farther back in 
space, the lighter the line should be.

Have fun with it; don’t take it too seriously; improvement will come quickly.

You write so you don’t forget things that 
moved you, lifted you, brought tears to your 
eyes or pain in your heart.
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